Poll Question

Of the items below, which do you consider the most challenging when you are designing an online course for the first time?

1. The syllabus includes all of the required course information and up-to-date policies.
2. Module objectives and/or goals are measurable, clearly stated from the learner’s perspective, and aligned with course objectives and/or goals.
3. The course content is readily attainable, including external links, resources, and technologies.
4. Text is formatted with titles, headings, and other styles to enhance readability and improve the structure of the document.
Seminar Objectives

• Explore the concept of “quality”
• Relate the concept of “quality” to online course design
• Preview the Quality and High Quality course review items and processes
• Identify benefits from a faculty member’s perspective for engaging in an online course review
The Concept of Quality

• “The standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind.”
• “A degree of excellence.”
Quality Course Review Process
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- **Q item #1**: The course provides a clear starting point for students to begin accessing vital course components.
- **Q item #2**: The syllabus includes the required course information.
- **Q item #8**: Online etiquette expectations for course communication are clearly stated.
- **Q item #10**: Students are offered the opportunity to meet the instructor.
- **Q item #11**: The course has an explicit pace (e.g., a schedule).
- **HQ item #8**: An orientation, introduction, or overview is provided for each module or unit in the course (e.g., Canvas Page, video).
Validate Links in Content ("‘Link Checker’")

**HQ item #12:** The course content is readily attainable, including external links, resources, and technologies.
ProctorHub

HQ item #15: Measures to promote academic integrity are included.
UDOIT

HQ items 17-25: Accessibility and Universal Design

Welcome to UDOIT!
The Universal Design Online content Inspection Tool (UDOIT) was created by the Center for Distributed Learning at the University of Central Florida. UDOIT will scan your course content, generate a report and provide instructions on how to correct accessibility issues. Funding for UDOIT was provided by a Canvas Grant awarded in 2014.

Please Note: This tool is meant to be used as a guide, not a certification. It only checks for common accessibility issues, and is not comprehensive, a clean report in UDOIT does not necessarily mean that your course is fully accessible. Likewise, the tool may indicate a possible accessibility issue where one does not exist.

What does UDOIT look for?

Run scanner
Where to go from here?

• Reflect on these items while you’re designing an online course, or after you’ve taught it

• Ask a stakeholder (colleague, TA, student) to review your online course

• Ask your instructional designer (IDL6543, OFRA, TLC eligible) to review your online (W) course
  • Digital badge in online course
  • Letter from Vice Provost of Digital Learning
  • Opportunity to be identified in the FloridaShines course catalog
Reasons for Quality Course Review

• Course: Politics of Developing Areas
  • Online (W) modality

• The Process
  • Volunteer to participate (opt-in)
  • Consultation experience
  • Discussion of goals, objectives and concerns
  • Time and effort required
  • Feedback and collaborative redesign
Before and After the Quality Course Review
Before and After the Review

• Before
  • Concerns before

• After
  • Changes that were made to the course and why
  • Benefits to the course
  • Benefits to the instructor
Changes to the Course

Immediate Changes
- UDOIT
- Learning objectives
- Modify Welcome page to make starting the course easier

Changes in the Medium-term
- Align activities with learning objectives
- Develop rubrics for all graded assignments
- Develop more interactive and active learning assignments

Long-term Changes
- Introductory video
- Materia widgets
Before and After the Review

Q item #1: The course provides a clear starting point for students to begin accessing vital course components, such as syllabus, course schedule, course content, and assignments.
Before and After the Review

Q item #19: Grading criteria for each learning activity is described (e.g. rubrics).
Before and After the Review

HQ item #8: An orientation, introduction, or overview is provided for each module or unit in the course (e.g., Canvas Page, video).
Before and After the Review

**HQ item #14:** Students are given multiple opportunities to self-assess and/or reflect on their learning throughout the semester.

### Week 2 Assignments

**Reflect:**

Take a moment to reflect on how your own values, experience and ideology may color the way you consider drug policy? Are there specific biases that you might bring to the issue? Be mindful of these as you consider the readings for this week.

**Read:**

- Public Policy Review
- United Nations Publications.

**QUIZ: Week 2 Quiz** (30 minutes) *

After reading the Week 2 readings, take the module quiz. The Week 2 Quiz will be due Monday, January 22 at 11:59 pm. Please make sure to start well before the deadline so as not to be cut off in the middle of the quiz. The quiz has 20 questions and you will have 30 minutes to answer them. If you wish, you may use the Week 2 Study Guide to prepare for the quiz.

* Since is the first content quiz of the course, I will set the quiz so that you may take it twice and the higher score will count towards your grade. For obvious reasons, you should take it as soon as possible in case you wish to take it again and you don’t run out of time.
Questions?

Interested?

Contact your Instructional Designer

Supporting Materials:

dl.ucf.edu/quality

Take the Survey:

dl.ucf.edu/feedback